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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
| o | 2 | | Followinn a reactor scram, an attempt to initiate suppression pool ecoling revealed thht

lo |3 | | both RilR service water loops were inoperable as neither loop's pumps could be started.|

10141 | The inoperability of both loops rendered the shutdown cooling and suppression pool 1

o 6 | cooling modes of RilR inoperablei The B loop operability was restored within 4.25 hours

O 6 | and the A loop within 8 hotirs. During this event, suppression pool cooling temperaturp
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

i O | Low suction header pressure lockout signals in each loop prevented starting each loop's

i i | pumps. Plugging of the sensing line to each loop's suction header pressure switch pret-

ITTT1 I vented both switches from sensing actual pressure, although a lack cf operating fluid |

|i|3| | in the A switch and an open power supply breaker to the B switch also would have pre-|

| 1 14 | | vented pumps from starting. Both switches were repaired and their respective loops werte
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LER A'ITACHMENT - RO #2-82-5

Facility: BSEP Unit No. 2 Event Date: 1-16-82

Following a reactor scram when an attempt was made to initiate suppression pool
cooling, it was discovered that both RHR service water loops, A and B, were
inoperable, as neither loop's pumps could be started. An immediate
investigation revealed that low suction header pressure lockout signals in each
loop were preventing the starting of each loop's pumps. The inoperability of
both RHR service water loops renders the shutdown cooling and suppressien pool
cooling modes of RHR unavailable.

An inspection of the suction header pressure switches, model No. D27-M80-SS-L6,
associated with each loop (2-SW-PS-1175 for loop A and 2-SW-PS-1176 for loop B)
revealed that the sensing line to each switch was partially plugged with
sediment. %s a result, the switches were prevented from sensing the actual
header pressures which were normal at the time. The lines to both switches
were cleaned. In addition, it was discovered that the operating fluid of the A
loop switch diaphragm had leaks from an undetermined location on the switch
diaphragm housing. Due to the apparently small magnitude leak involved, it is
believed this leak occurred over a relatively long period of time.
Consequently, even if the switch sensing line would have been clear and allswed
the switch to see actual pressure, the lack of operating fluid in the switch
diaphragm housing would have prevented the switch from accurately sensing the
pressure. Efforts to locate the source of the operating fluid leakage were
unsuccessful. A replacement switch will be ordered and installed upon its
receipt. Until the switch is replaced, the diaphragm will be checked on a
weekly basis to ensure its operability.

The investigation also revealed that the power supply circuit breaker switch
which supplies the B loop (2-SW-PS-1176) pressure switch was in the off
position, thereby rendering the switch inoperable even if it too could have
seen actual B loop suction header pressure. Earlier that day a freshwater
flush of the B loop had been performed in accordance with plant procedures.
Due to an apparent breakdown in communications between the operators involved
with the flush, the circuit breaker which supplies power to the pressure switch
was not reenergized following completion of the flush. This breaker was closed
following its being found open.

Both pressure switches were calibrated. The switches were checked for proper
operation, the RHR service water pumps were successfully started, and the
system was restored to normal service.

As a result of this event, a start test of the Unit No. 1 RHR service water
pumps was performed which determined that no problems existed with the
operation of the individual loop's suction header pressure switches. In

addition, a periodic test procedure has been developed and implemented for each
unit which ensures that following the completion of a freshwater flush of an
RHR service water loop, all power supplies manipulated for purposes of that
flush are restored to their proper configuration prior to returning the loop to
normal service.
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Plant Engineering will perform an evaluation of this type pressure switch and
the design of it's attendant sensing piping and instrumentation to determine
whether any modifications to the present switch configuration-are required. In
addition, plant Maintenance will consult with the switch manufacturer to
determine if any changes to presently utilized maintenance procedures regarding
this type switch can be made which will further ensure dependable switch
operation. Based on the results of the engineering evaluation and the switch
manufacturer consultation, a decision will be made to modify the present switch
configuration and/or. revise the maintenance instructions involving this switch.

'Until this decision is. reached, these switches will be checked for proper
operating fluid' level on a monthly basis.


